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Caring for an Aging Parent: Let the Arguments Begin

Caring for a parent with failing health is a job that few people are prepared for. 

Sometimes, the hardest part is trying to work together with your siblings.

By Eve Glicksman, Staff Writer, myOptumHealth 

Tempers were rising as their father's health 

continued to decline. Pat was burned out from doing 

most of the . Jake thought Dad would 

be better served by professionals in an assisted

living setting. Jen was angry at both of her siblings

for making decisions about her dad's care without 

asking her.

Caring for a parent who is in failing health requires all hands on deck. It's 

a job that few are prepared for and comes with no instructions. Adult

children may be forced to negotiate difficult choices about medical 

treatments, living arrangements or inheritance money that could rock the whole family.

Signs of the parent's mortality only up the ante for adult children who may still be vying for another chance to 

win parental love or approval.  and old scores may reignite. And all these tensions may get 

played out in battles about the parent's care.

Family patterns

It's rare in any family that caregiving duties are shared equally. Siblings who live closest to the parent or don't 

work full-time may end up with the lion's share of it. Some sibs may help only when it's convenient for them. 

Those who have had a troubled history with the parent may offer no support.
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Siblings tend to follow traditional gender roles when it comes to caregiving, studies show. Daughters typically 

do 70 percent to 80 percent of the hands-on work. Sons are more likely to help with money.

One small study shows that few families actually discuss how the tasks should be divided. The pattern is that 

one sibling - usually a daughter - simply assumes the role of primary caregiver.

All this feeds into the number one conflict repeatedly reported by siblings caring for an  parent: the 

unequal division of labor.

Divvying up the work

You can prevent bickering among siblings by making sure no one feels either unfairly burdened or left out.

Try these strategies:

� At a family meeting, assign tasks based on each person's abilities and schedule. Everyone should 

pitch in, whether it's grocery shopping, paying for a housekeeper or interviewing home care 

agencies. Out-of-town siblings can still talk to doctors or lawyers, pay bills online or keep in touch 

with the parent through phone calls. Make sure each sibling is clear about what is expected of him 

or her.

� Siblings who are doing less should support those doing more. This includes being there for them to 

vent at stressful times. Likewise, primary caregivers should acknowledge other siblings' 

contributions and not exclude them from helping in some way. 

� Is your sister taking family leave to care for your parent? Consider making a contract and 

compensating a sibling who is making financial sacrifices to be a caregiver. This money can come 

out of the parent's income or collectively from siblings. 

� Seek outside help. If the work becomes too much to handle, hire outside caregiving help instead of 

fighting about it.

Preserving the peace

Infighting will create more pressure and hamper your ability to provide the best care for a parent. Here are 

some tips for heading off conflicts:

Respect the wishes of the parent. Sibling squabbles are less likely to erupt if a parent speaks up. Encourage 

parents to prepare an  that details who is to make decisions about health care, finances 

and legal matters if the parent becomes unable to do so. If it is too late for that, look to the parent's values for 

guidance in resolving differences.

Have regular family meetings. All siblings should be present, if only on the phone. Suspicion or resentment 

can brew if anyone feels left out. Each sibling should run down caregiving tasks he or she performed, including 

how any money was spent. Include updates about the parent's condition and any new issues that need to be

addressed.

Don't be a backseat driver. Criticizing or second-guessing the primary caregiver is bound to rankle if you 

aren't there to really know the situation. You all want the best for your parent. Try to discuss differences 

without putting anyone on the defensive.

Seek out a family mediator or counselor if you're at an impasse. A geriatric  or skilled family 

mediator can help families work through difficult decisions from an unbiased perspective.
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